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ATTITUDES OF EMPLOYERS (INDUSTRY, ORGANIZATIONS ETC.) TO RET1RE
^NT ANDPRERETIREMENT PREPARATION (ISRAELI EXPERIENCE)

Let me first express my pleasure at being again in this hospi
table and beatiful country for which I have a profound liking
and admiration; and my deep appreciation to Eva Beverfelt and
her colleagues at the Geronto logical Institute for having made
possible my Professional participation in this Symposium. A_\

though the formal title of the Symposium and the majority of
the participants therein refer to the European Scene, the sub
ject treated here and its political, social and economic impli
cations are broader than the continent of Europe, and are gracu
ally spreading to all those areas, countries and societies in
which industrial and technological progress and changes in the
demographic structure of the population make recireir.en. and its
consequences an issue of growing importance. There may be , iif
ference in the acuity or chronicity of the problem, in the abso
lute or relative scope of the phenomenon and in the resources
at the disposal of various societies to deal with it. However,
we are all located on the same continuum along which some have
reached advanced positions  like your countries  and some,
like the Israeli society are rapidly moving to, so to say,
"catch up" with you in this respect. The major issue will al
ways be the extent to which those behind, are able to learn from
experience of those ahead both positive and negative, and their
ability to distinguish between imitation and adaptation of such
experiences.

Israel is a point in case. We have a profound interest in retire
ment as in the last several years developments have made it 2m
perative to confront the issue of growing numbers of older peo
pie of two major categories:
. Immigrants who entered the country at, or around, retire

ment age (and of these there were tens of thousands) and
whose retirement'years are, a priori bound to be accompanied
by numerous problems of economic, social and cultural adap
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tation and functioning. For them there is no time for pre
retirement preparation and planning even if Israel were

. equipped with the necessary resources and methodological ex
perience to conduct such activities. It is in this group

 that the economically poor and most vulnerable aged are to
be found who constitute a considerable percentage of our
welfare and social service clientele ( 30 per cent) . One may,
from perspective of time, see that group as a passing pheno
menon. However, the period of time needed for it, will De
rather long if one also considers the high number of those
who immigrated at the age 5065 , namely people whose pensic■
nable seniority will be low and whose economic basis in re
tireiuent will be narrow, and therefore insufficient.

2. The second group are the oldtimers , those whose total, or
major part, of their work life has been spent in Israel and
whose employment patterns in industry, agriculture, commerce,
or services are highly reminiscent of the characteristics
of your countries here. This is a growing generation of
people who are now approaching formal retirement after do
zens of years of employment, most of whom are organized and
whose retirement income will be based on a combination of
National Insurance old age pensions and contributory pen
sions secured within collective labour agreements.

We do not have a statutory age of retirement anchored in natio
nal laws. Retirement age is part of labour agreements, and though
65 and 6C are the dominant age, there are variations along the
lines of occupations or types of employing agencies.

According to data submitted by the National Association of Re
tired Persons, there are slightly over 80 ,000 retirees who to
gether with their nonworking spouses would account for 5055
per cent of our older populationj the others being elderly who
live primarily on National Insurance, old age payments and who
have no industrial pension to increase their income.
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It has been only in the last decade that institutionalized re
tirement has become a problem in which a variety of social and
political factors have become interested. In that decade (1967
1976) nine different commissions appointed by Government, or
Labour Unions have studied and dealt with various aspects of
the problems of the elderly and of retirement. Issues like: ser
vices; retirement age; employment of elderly; pension funds;
introduction of a national pension law; leisure; and finally 
retirees, retirement, and preparation for retirement  has been
the central topics of these committees. The last in that series ,

the Committee headed by a Supreme Court judge, limited itself
to one major recommendation only  namely  that of the establish
ment of a National Authority on Retirees and on Preparation of
Retirement (1975) . This in itself was an important step forward as
it placespre retirement preparation squarely among the issues
of public interest and involved government in its planning and
operational! 2a ti on. The Ministry of Labour was charged with plan
ning and the establishment of the Authority. Due to internal
political reasons (elections , new government , etc. ) the matter
has largely remained theoretical although some initial steps
toward implementation have been taken by the Ministry acting
through the National Institute of Insurance. It is expected that
the new Ministry of Labour and Social Betterment will be more
active in this area. The terms of reference of the Authority are
not sufficiently clear, and in some professional circles there
are reservations about too intensive an involvement of govern
ment in the area of pre retirement planning. Fears are expressed
that it may divert attention from the need to submit to scrutiny
present employment and retirement practices (i.e . retirement age)
to institutionalizing existing arrangements (mandatory retire
ment versus flexible approaches etc. ) and weaken the prospects
of introducing changes many feel our situation and national
needs would warrant. Only time will show what direction this
development will take.

The interest in Israel in the preparation of the working person
for retirement precedes the recommendations of the aforementio
ned Committee. It is quite possible that previous practical
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attempts to develop retirement education programs had some in
fluence on the direction of the recommendations of that Committee.

In a series of researches ona variety of samples , we studied re
tirement patterns of different groups of elderly in our country:
new immigrants versus oldtimers; pos t re ti rement groups versus
those about to retire (up to 5 years) etc., and interesting dif
ferences were found. Education,length of stay in the country,
perceived condition of health, and sex were found to be discri
minating variables as to the timing and planning of retirement
inclination to post re tirement employment etc. Few of those
interviewed, in any of these samples, were found to be making
plans for retirement. The perception of retirement as a positive
or negative expericence, beneficial or harmful to health etc.
were varying along the aforementioned variables. The first plan
ned and systematic study of a p re re tirement program of a three
year duration (a partnership of a Labour Council, University,
and National Insurance Institute) , has been completed and recent
ly published. Pioneering as it is, it contains few findings that
could be generalized although some conclusions confirm previous
observations on patterns of coping and behavior. In a number of
recent studies we included retrospective and prospective atti
tudes to participation in prere tirement programs and found a
growing positive attitude to the need to prepare for retirement
and willingness to participate in prere tirement programs.
Retirees indicate retrospective realization of the importance
of preparation and planning for the post employment period. In
our own recent research on a population of 60 and over, two con
trasting profiles emerged: Males, oldtimers in Israel, with
better education, higher selfimage of health, and married, were
more inclined to make use of such prere tirement programs than
elderly females, new immigrants with low education and low self
evaluation of health. Another survey, conducted within the lar
gest industrial plant ( 18 ,000 employees) among those up to 5

years before retirement, indicated that up to 50 per cent of
the group were ready to take part in prere tirement programs,
if offered. There seems to be a good response to programs among
■civil servants and among some industrial workers in plants where
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such programs (mostly study days, and some group discussions)
are being offered. The first guide books to employees on retire
ment (rights, services etc.) have made their appearance. There
is an awakening among some Trade Union groups with the degree
of involvement ranging from interest before elections to practi
cal organization of such programs as a trade union service to
its members. In general, the last 34 years have definitely shown
a growing interest in the matter. As another indicator may serve
the fact that our own Institute of Gerontology (Brookdale, Jeru
salem) has incorporated retirement education and planning as a
major research program. A longitudinal (multistage) model of a
pre retirement education program has been developed and attempts
were made for its testing and researching in partnership with
larger plants and organizations. The principally positive but
practically cautious reaction. of employers to such a model will
be dealt with later. However, one of the more central components
of the model, that of "training retirement trainers" has caught
on and four such programs have already been conducted by us pro
viding multitrack preparation of planners, organizers, and group
leaders of preretirement programs for some 25 major employers
in the country. The tracks include: substantive elements (basic
information on aging and old age); typologies and analysis of
retirement planning programs; discussion of topics of interest
to retiring people, and methodology of planning, organization
and teaching of such programs. Evaluation of the program is now
being prepared.

The interest of employers in the program of "training the trai
ners" was gratifying and indicative of the growing awareness on
their part of the importance of such programs. This came to a
clear expression in a large study of attitudes of employers utr
dertaken by us and recently completed at our Gerontological
Institute.

As already mentioned, we have over the last several years endea
voured to ascertain attitudes of the elderly to retirement. This,
however, was the first time,that opinions and attitudes of em
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ployers were studied as a basis for better planning of retire
ment education In our country.

I am not sufficiently familiar with the European literature to
draw comparisons between findings. If there have been such stu
dies, similarities or differences will certainly come up in the
discussion. A few studies of similar nature had been conducted
in the past in the USA on more or less representative samples of
employers (industrial plants, organizations, services e tc . ) . The
understanding of the employers' attitude to retirement and the
perception of the extent of their involvement in, or respcnsibi
lity for, the preparation of their retiring workers, requires
no elaboration in this forum.

Although one finds no evidence of statutory requirement of em
ployers to organize or to finance such programs, there has deve
loped a broader interpretation of the contract between worker
and employer based on a more progressive perception of mutual
relationship between company/organization and employee; and of
the social and practical interest of the employer in the wel
fare of his employee extending beyond the formal period of paid
employment. This development parallels the understanding of the
complexity of the retirement phenomenon in which economic con
siderations play a crucial but not a decisive or absolute rcle.
This interpretation brings up not only the question of the ex
tent of responsibility of the amployer but also that of the institution
alized representation of the workers  Labour Committees 8, Trade
Unions  whose involvement and role in this area has so far not
been overwhelming. (It would be interesting to study samples of
collective labour agreements for the presence or absence of the
element of retirement preparation as a clause in the contract
inserted by the workers and/or their representatives.) The evo
lution in the attitudes of employers and of trade unions to the
subject under discussion at this Symposium could be a f ascinat
ing topic for a historical study in the area of retirement as
a social phenomenon.
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As far as I am familiar with the American literature, what do
some of the studies on attitudes of employers show? In one of
the early studies (Wermel and Beiderman, 1961) , an attempt was
made to categorize the positive and negative attitudes of em
ployers to the problem under review. Most employers retired
their workers mandatorily (81 per cent) ; only 16 per cent had
a policy of flexibility; close to 40 per cent favoured pre
retirement programs for their workers because it improved the
public image of the company; increased effectiveness of pension
plans; encouraged earlier retirement; improved employee and la
bour relations; fostered better community relations; and ex ten
ded company responsibility in a positive way.

Other companies were reluctant to introduce such programs because
they wanted first to learn from the experience of others; the
cost involved was not sufficiently clear; they lacked evidence
of employee interest and readiness to participate; there was no
qualified personnel to provide guidance and leadership of such
programs; there were no studies of effectiveness of programs
etc. ; and some were against such programs mainly because of cost
)workhours lost, cost of personnel etc.); because of suspicion
that their involvement in initiating such programs would be per
ceived as paternalism and would be resented and/ or rejected by
workers; and finally, because, in their opinion, the job was
too big for companies alone to handle. Combined efforts of many
factors were needed in society to successfully cope with the pro
blem. Many companies felt that if to get involved, involvement
should not go beyond information and discussion of pension bene
fits to be provided upon retirement.

A good review of the objectives of, and objections to retirement
programs by employers is included in the excellent research re
port of the USA Civil Service Commission (1968) . Many of the ob
jections are probably not as prevalent today as they were ten
years ago. Greene a Pyron in their study on early retirement
)1969) found that practically all surveyed companies had pro
visions for early retirement (93 per cent) yet half of the com
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panies placed no restrictions on reemployment of the retlreesf
About half of the companies surveyed by them provided retirement
programs. Other studies more or less, confirm these findings.
Practically all favour programs relatively close to retirement
time (15 years before retirement) . Hardly any company seems to
favour multistage long Periodprograms . which require a number
of interventions at different points in time: (one of the reasons
our own longitudinal model encounters difficulties is, as one em
Ployer puts it, the repeated need for workers to use company time
to participate in such programs) .

What did we find? Our survey included plants and organizations
employing at least 100 workers. Eight hundred employers were
identified and included. 250 or about one third (31 per Cent) Of
the companies with 200,000 employees  close to 1/5 of the civi_
lian labour force of the country  responded. Even if not fully
representative, the composition is characteristic of the situa
tion in regard to size, ownership and economic sectors to which
respondents belonged. Four out of ten belonged to industry; same
percentage was represented by services; the rest, by agriculture
and other economic branches. As for ownership  close to half be
longed to the private sector; 20 per cent to Trade Unions (indus
try) and close to at third to local,and/or .National Government ■

)services). As for size, half employed up to 300 workers each;
40 per cent employed between 300  1300; and about 10 per cent _
more than 1300 persons each. Our manpower is relatively young. In
dose to 80 per cent of the employing agencies those aged 60 and
over (5 years before retirement) constituted only up to 10 per
cent of the labour force; in 7 per cent there were no workers
who reached the age of 60 ; in 4 per cent they constituted 30 par
cent; and in 12 per cent  between 10  20 per cent.

Retirement age in 80 per cent of the companies is stipulated in
the collective labour agreements. Mandatory age of retirement
)65) is dominant (78 per cent) ; however only one quarter of em
ployers permit no exceptions in the rule.1 Only 22 per cent Of
the companies had inflexible retirement policy, 14 ^^^ cent had
flexible; and 4 per cent no retirement policy. There was, ob
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viously, a higher percentage of flexibility where retirement age
was not stipulated in labour agreements. There was no relation
ship between the percehtage of elderly workers in the company
and the degree of policy flexibility. There seems to be a grea
ter degree of flexibility in extending employment in the direc
tion of the executive and professional levels. Flexibility finds
its expression in a variety of patterns of reemployment of re
tirees; parttime work in the company (41 per cent) ; fulltime
work in the company  (10 per cent) . In 6 per cent of companies
retirees are reemployed as consultants. Three basic patterns
of policy emerged:

1 Continuation of work by employees who reached stipulated retirement age, 66 per cent
2. Reemployment of retired employees,2 5 per cent
3. Patterns as dictated by need , 9 per cent

There was no significant relationship between the economic sector
cfo which a company belonged and the reemploymenr policy. Although
the percentage of companies with flexibility in retirement is
high, only a third of the companies have clear procedures in
this area. Company ownership is of no significance in this res
pect. The management appears as the initiating factor in re_em
ployment only in one of each five cases. Here, too, the owner
ship of the company or the economic sector to which the company
belongs, are of no significance.

On the other hand, there are clearer policies in regard tocessa
tion of employment, usually stipulated in the Labour agreement
)62 per cent) i in instructions of manpower departments, or in
informal procedures. As for the initiation of the formal retire
ment procedures, the responsibility is vested by the Company in
the director of manpower or in the director of the Company him
self; or in the personnel officer etc. The Company social worker,
or the Workers' Committee, or the pension fund play a relatively
insignificant role. In close to half of ztie companies the worker
receives information on his pension privileges from company per
sonnel, pension fund, or workers' council.
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In the process of activating the preretirement procedures a two
way flow of communication takes place between Company representa
tives and elderly workers who raise a number of problems. These
were collapsed into three broad categories:

1. Economic problems (46 per cent)
2. Wish to continue work (29 per cent)
3. Personal problems connected with retirement

)health, worry crisis, leisure, loneliness etc.)
)15 per cent) ;

It emerges that economic problems (pension rights, seniority, de~
terioration of situation etc.) are of primary concern; and where
only one category of problems was mentioned, it was primarily
the economic one. This was followed by the wish to continue work
ing which may be seen as an economic problem and as an important
value in itself. Where individual problems were raised (health,
loneliness) they were coupled more often with economic problems
than with the wish to continue working.

One could of course assume that as the contact on retirement pro
cedures is maintained primarily with administrative staff of the
Company, this may account for the practical problems (work, money)
being most frequently raised by the employees.

Considerable attention has been given in retirement rerearch,
planning and literature to the optimal timing of the activation
of retirement procedures. Research indicates considerable varia
tions. In the already mentioned study by Wermel and Beiderman,
about 12 per cent of employers indicated that less than a year
was the proper time; however, most of the respondents belived
that a longer period was needed (between 15 years) . Similar
findings were reported by other researchers. True, these raferrad
more to the start of the planned pre retirement programs racier
than to sending the note on approaching retirement. However,
there is close connection between the two if we speak of compa
nyinitiated preretirement programs. Our study indicates a rat
her shortterm approach based evidently on the assumption (gene
rally a correct one) that if to pass on factual Information or.

retirement (pension rights etc. ) a short period of time (several
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months) suffices. In this way extending the 1agony1 or 1 tension1
of the p re retirement waiting period can be avoided. Over a quar
ter of all companies start the procedures up to three months be
fore retirement date? another 44 per cent do it 36 months before
the formal date; another 14 per cent do it between half to one
year before the date; and only4 pe r cent do it more than one
year before retirement. If preretirement preparation is, as it
should be, perceived as more than passing on most essential fac
tual information (which can be done individually, or in writing,
or in one or two administrative meetings with the prospective re
tirees) then indeed these are very short notices and the policy
of the companies is rather conservative. The findings show that
in companies in which there are preretirementprograms , the pe
riod is generally one year, or more.

In many companies in our country, the formal act of retirement
is accompanied by more or less institutionalized and elaborate
.rites the passage1 or ceremonial acts. These are customary also
in companies which have no preretirement programs or are reluc
tant to introduce them in the future. Most of these acts are
part of management policy an have become a company ritual. One
of the most common form is a 'farewell gift1 from the management
)practiced in 51 per cent of the companies) . In many companies
there is a ' letter of thanks ' from the management, often added
to the gift and presented at a ceremony. In 20 per cent of the
companies no fixed ■ ritual1 is followed. In some there are writ
ten instructions as to the kind of gift to be given. The Civil
Service Commission had issued clear regulations to Government
offices on the amount to be spent on such gifts and on how to
organize such 1rituals' . The workers ' Councils play no signifi
cant role in these rituals (although present and generally
1speech1 making). The involvement of spouses in the rites is fre
quent (44 per cent) . This is in many cases extended to include
sons/daughters, grandchildren etc. a phenomenon of particular
importance in some cultural groups in our country hailing from
traditional societies with strong intra family ties. Observation
at many such ceremonial gatherings seems to point at particular
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importance of such 'rites' to blue collar workers and middie
range position holders.

A number of researches abroad and in Israel have extended inqui
ry into studying the desirability, prevalence, typology, and fre_
quency of contacts between the company and its retired workers.
Psychological and practical importance is attached to these con
tacts as an expression of continuity of identification and be
longing to a social system from which one may be forced to with
draw from gainful employment, but with which the 1umbilical social
chord" is not severed. Many employers lay great store at these
contacts and have converted these contacts into formalized ar_
rangements. These are also a source of practical advantages to
the retirees and an area of activity for the Local Workers Com
mittees. The tradition in Israel in this respect is rather strong
ly entrenched and retirees have internalized a set of expecta
tions of behaviour and practical policy on the part of their
former employers.

Although formal pre re ti rement programs exist in few companies
only, almost as many companies as observe retirement rites (80
per cent) maintain ongoing contact of various forms with their
former employees (70 per cent) .

In the study of the USA Civil Service Commission (1968) , 76 per
cent of the retired respondents said that companies should main
tain such contact, whereas 24 per cent did not feel it was nor
mative. However, when this was compared with the factual situa
tion, the picture was reversed. 74 per cent of companies did not
maintain any contact with former employees . There was nodif feren
ce between the opinion of the retired and of those before retire
ment in the above study (also 76 per cent in favour on contact
as against 24 per cent) . In correlation between the degree of
satisfaction (+,) and contact, more of the nonsatisfied re
tirees believed in the value of contact (88 per cent) than tr,e
satisfied ones (75 per cent). In another study (Naef ) of compa
nies in New Jersey (I960) , half of the surveyed companies clai
med they maintained contacts; whereas a study of the American
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Association of Retired Person (L967) showed that only 7 per cent
of companies in their s ample maintained contact with their former
employees.

In contrast to above findings, our employers all show exceptio
nally high percentage of contact. This may be related to many
specific conditions in our society and some special features of
our Labour Committees. The awareness of the importance of these
contacts finds its additional expression in the fact that in one
third of the companies a special person on the staff is charged
with this function.

Twelve types of contacts were indentif ied and collapsed into four
major categories (participation in events in the company; con
crete advantages to retirees; employment opportunities; involve
ment in the activities ofCompany ' s Workers Committee). Few com
panies have all 12 types of contacts  only 2.5 per cent; 14 per
cent  maintain 3 categories (10 types) j a third maintain 2 cate
gories (8 contacts) ; a quarter  maintains 1 category (up to 4) .

Only one quarter of the respondents maintains no contact (one
has to bear in mind that there are companies that do not yet have
retirees) .

Our study shows that in only 7 per cent of the companies do pre
retirement programs exist. However, when asked whether, if of fe
red assistance, companies would be interested in developing such
programs, 67 per cent gave various degrees of positive replies
) from very interested to positive) , and only 18 per cent gave
negative or very negative replies.

This positive attitude expresses itself also in readiness of the
companies to finance such programs  (24 per cent)  fully (7
per cent) ; partly (17 per cent) . However, 29 per cent of the com
panies are ready for a program but unwilling to bear the cost
) 1not in working time' ) . The same 1718 per cent who gave nega
tive replies to questions on interest in pre re ti rement programs
steadfastly remained negative also to investment in such pro
grams.
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Companies that already have pre retirement programs are aslo
significantly interested in assistance to further develop such
programs. Three quarters of those who do not have preretire
ment programs are interested in assistance to develop such pro
grams. No doubt, such findings are encouraging.

Although findings point to a higher concentration of existing
pre retirement programs in government services and labour owned
companies, than in private sectors, there is no significant re
lationship between sizeor ownership and readiness to accept assi
stance to introduce such programs. There is low significance
between the economic sector and readiness to develop pre re tire
ment programs. The lowest interest is shown by the agricultural
sector. Surprisingly, no significant relationship was found bet
ween g of 60+ in the company and readiness of a company to in
troduce pre retirement programs or to accept assistance in this
respect.

We studied a number of other aspects, such as participation of
company representatives in study days on retirement. Only 22 per
cent of companies sent staff to participate, which means that
also companies that have no pre retirement programs parti ci patedj
most found these study days useful.

Indicative of the attitudes may be the remarks made by the res
ponding companies at the end of the questionnaire. Of those who
offered comments (24 per cent of the total) , close to half indi
cated the matter was not relevant for them; however, slightly
over half expressed interest to learn more about the subject or
to act positively when the matter becomes relevant to them in
the future.

In order to arrive at a general and more comprehensive reuresen
tation of the attitudes of the surveyed employers, an attempt
was made to build a compound index of retirement awareness and
sensitivity which contained the following variables: retirement

. policy practiced by company^ the existing retirement procedures
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timing of activation of retirementprocedures : the ceremonial
of retirement; postretirement contacts; employment of special
staff to deal with retirees; existence of a preretiremen t train
ing program; readiness to accpet assistance to develop a pre
retirement program; readiness of management to bear the cost of
such programs; availability of written material on company re
tirement procedures, and participation of staff in preretire
ment training programs (study days) . The total weighted score
possible was 50.

The highest score achieved was3 7 by one company only. Correia
tion of index with age density (* of 60+) in companies shows no
significant relationship. Correlation with size sr.ows that the
larger the size the higher the retirement sensitiviy■ Same ob
tains in regard to company ownership, with government and trade
union ownership falling into high scores; private sector and lo
cal government into low. The economic branch plays nO role.

The division of respondents by degree of retirement awareness
and sensitivity (the compounded index] shows that most of them are
concentrated in the low and low medium group despite the exis
tence^, as we showed, of ■^any developed aspects of practice around
retirement of workers (contacts with workers, ceremonials, etc.) .

The number of programs in p reretirement education and planning
is still insignificant and those in existence are mostly company
initiated and limited mainly to the informative aspects of re
tirement. On the other hand, it is most encouraging that a high
percentage of employers are positively attuned to the importance
of preretirement preparation programs as evidenced by their rea
diness to accept guidance and assistance in planning and organi
zation as well as in financing their implementation. Programs
outside the confines of plants and employing agencies are as yet
virtually unknown and Universities, adult education societies,
community centres and Labour Circles are practically on the out
side.
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The involvement of the Gerontological Institute in pioneering
training of retirement planners and counsellors for companies
and organizations and the efforts to arrive at partnerships for
1research cum demonstration' hold out promise for development in
the right direction.

In some instances such research and demonstration partnerships
have already come into existence in industry and in services.
Special training courses for retirement officers organized by
the Institute: surveys of retired employees to study retrospec"
tive opinions and suggestions, and studies of prospective re
tirees and guidance to those in charge of pre retirement pro
grams  all these are component elements of such partnerships.
At the moment two such partnerships are in active operation (an
8000 employers industrial complex; and a large service complex
under the auspices of the Trade Unions) . More will be developed
in the near future including State Civil Service and additional
industrial plants. The survey here reported has provided many
of the data and the understanding necessary for making such part
nership possible and in this lies its pioneering value.
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לבין מחקר ביו 1 מומחים

מ> מימוש
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פרישה לקראת וההכנות פרישה כלפי מעסיקים של עמדות

ברגמן שמעון

והכשרה חינוך ני לעני מנהל מגן
לגרונטולוגיה ברוקדייל מכון
בישראל וחברה אדם והתפתחות

וגרונטולוגיה, סוציאלית בעבודה חבר ופרופסור
תלאביב אוניברסיטת סוציאלית, לעבודה הספר בית

R1180

;■ באירופה נוכחי והמצבה המשמעות  הפריטה לקראת ההכנות מתוך: תדפיס
הנורבגי המוסד אוסלו: ,1977 נובמבר אירופאי, סימפוזיון

/ י .1978 לגרונטולוגיה,
\


